At the end of the war, Andrade was awarded the degree of D.Sc. at London University and in 1920, on Rutherford's recommendation, was appointed Professor of Physics at the Ordnance College, Woolwich (later the Military College of Science). Having no opportunity then to resume his researches in nuclear physics, he turned to the study of the viscosity of liquids, a subject that continued to hold his attention for many years. Nevertheless, the inspiration which he felt from his contact with Rutherford led him to write a book The structure of the a t o m , which, first published in 19 several editions and was, for a time, a standard work on the subject. He was also at this time, with E. V. Appleton, much occupied in studying various suggestions that were still coming into Government in the aftermath of the war. Notable among these was a proposal for making gold from base alloys. The study of this inspired his friend, Hilaire Belloc, to write the novel The man who made g o l d , which he dedicated to 'Professor Andrade, the man who taught me how to make gold'.
These were also the years when Andrade was broadening his interests and getting to know many people. In January 1917 he married Katherine Barbara Evans, by whom he had two sons, Trevor John and Edward Anthony. Leonard Walden came to work with him in 1919 and remained with him, as his laboratory steward, until his death. Andrade's literary interests brought him into touch with T. S. Eliot, Somerset Maugham and W alter de la M are; and he and Charles Sherrington became great friends through their interests in both poetry and science. Among other close friends were Clennell Wilkinson, the historical biographer, and his wife Mona. Andrade was a regular visitor to the Wilkinsons and would engage in many friendly arguments long into the night, consuming the chocolates he invariably brought as a gift. A formidable athlete in his youth, having been welter-weight boxing champion at University College while a student, he turned after the war to cricket, a game of which he became a great and enthusiastic theoretician but in which all his experimental skills totally deserted him. He played for various charity club teams, in particular, for his brother-in-law Sir John Squire's team, the 'Invalids', which included Edward Shanks, other literary figures, and Clennell Wilkinson; while M ona Wilkinson or Lady Squire struggled to keep the score despite the inevitable uproarious chaos.
In 1928, again with the support of Rutherford, Andrade was appointed Q uain Professor of Physics at University College. So began the main central period of his life, in the chair which he held for 22 years and the department in which his scientific activities reached their peak. Here he built up and sustained a strong research school in the fields of the physics of metals, viscosity, acoustics, brittle fracture, deposition and sputtering of thin films, radiation damage, and sensitive flames. Many of his most important scientific papers, particularly on the plasticity of single metal crystals, on the theory of viscosity, and on surface cracks in glass, were published during this period; and he was elected into the Fellowship of the Royal Society in 1935. His teaching was very effective, as is shown by the various general scientific books which he published during this period, which are models of clear, direct thinking expressed in lucid and elegant English. Associated with him in the department were such men as L. F. Bates and R. E. Gibbs; and his many students included Francis Crick, Larry Rother ham, Jim Kennedy and Bruce Chalmers. To his students he was 'The Prof', a figure of awe, not to be fobbed off with anything other than first-rate answers, clearly and succinctly expressed. But although brusque and sometimes caustic in his comments, his forthrightness, objectivity and enthusiasm won their admiration and affection. Each Christmas he gave a 'rag' lecture at the College, where, with the conspiratorial support of Leonard Walden, he successfully contrived to make all the demonstration experiments confound his pronouncements. Years later, on his 80th birthday, his students arranged a special party for him to his great delight; and in his last years he had many hours of pleasure from the record player which they gave him, on which he mainly played Mozart and Schubert.
The 1930s also brought about changes in his private life. His first marriage broke up. His great friend, Clennell Wilkinson, had died of a heart attack a few years earlier and in September 1938 he and Mona Wilkinson were married. This brought them both great happiness. Mona's equable tempera ment provided a perfect counterpoise to his restless spirit and she encouraged in him a love for the open air, which for him was associated with memories of Heidelberg and the northern foothills of the Alps. Their holidays in Freiburg, where they stayed at a small mountain hotel and spent the days walking in the hills and the evenings reading and talking to the local people, became a regular and irresistible feature of their lives together. M ona's literary interests provided another bond between them for, even during the most active phase of Andrade's scientific life, his love of literature had grown steadily. He wrote poems which he published in the book Airs for the hautboy, built up his famous collection of old scientific books, and dipped into an immense range of subjects, even including witchcraft, all of which he summarized disparagingly in Who's Who as a general interest in 'collecting old books and useless knowledge'. The history of science, in particular of physics, and of the early days of the Royal Society, became one of his main subjects. He was a member of the Library Committee of the Society from 1936 onwards and Chairman of its Newton Letters Committee since its foundation in 1938. An extremely hard worker on everything he took up, he wrote for many journals on a wide variety of topics, including Spinoza's correspondence, the significance of Lucretius, Newton as a poet and a civil servant, Goethe's Science and Bishop Wilkins's character; on supernatural as well as natural phenomena; and of course, on Robert Hooke, for whose life and times he felt a special affinity. He also delighted in ridiculing academic and scientific pomposity, and proved his mastery of this minor art by skilfully inflating Faraday's remark-'There are three necessary steps in useful research; the first to begin it, the second to end it and the third to publish it'-into 300 unreadable words o f 'lingua administrativa'.
During the second World War, Andrade continued in office at University College, but became increasingly occupied with scientific advisory work for the Ministry of Supply. He was particularly involved in scrutinizing the ideas for inventions that were then flooding into the Government, an activity in which he was likened to that of an inverted Micawber-waiting for something to turn down. As a light relief, he greatly enjoyed his wartime appearances on the B.B.C. Brains Trust, in the company of C. E. M. Joad and Commander Campbell, and he and his wife collaborated on a popular problem book, The answer is. In 1941 he suffered a disaster when his research laboratory was destroyed by a land mine and he lost all his personal effects -books, prints, engravings, research papers, apparatus-then at the College. His scientific work came to a halt but he managed to continue writing and lecturing as actively as ever, particularly on Newton, Goethe, W. H. Bragg and Eddington, and he also served on the Council of the Royal Society from 1942-1944 and was President of the Physical Society from [1943] [1944] [1945] . His science picked up rapidly after the war and he was soon busy again on his old favourites, the creep of metals and viscosity of liquids, with a new generation of research students. This phase continued until 1950 when, at the invitation of Lord Brabazon, he was appointed Director in the Royal Institution and the Davy-Faraday Laboratory. He had had a long association with the Institution, having been an active member since 1924, a M anager on several occasions, Vice-President, Chairman of the Library Committee and a frequent lecturer there, including two series of Christmas lectures; and he set out with zeal on the task of running it. Unhappily, however, things went wrong and a series of sharp disputes led him into an impossible situation which caused him to resign in 1952. The bitterness of this period of his life was intensified by the failure of his application to the Chancery Court for the matter to be remitted to the Arbitrator for reconsideration.
O ut of office, and now an Emeritus Professor in the University of London, he continued independently for a few years as a research consultant. In 1957, on an invitation from Professor J. G. Ball, of the Department of Metallurgy, Imperial College, Andrade became a Senior Research Fellow at the College and, with the faithful Leonard Walden, he began research once more, in Ball's department, on his old favourite subject, the creep of metals. This work fascinated him as much as ever and he made some remarkable discoveries, which he described in several papers to the Society. He continued these researches at full pace right up to 1971 and, even three weeks before his death, was trying against great odds to work up a paper for the Society.
During the post-war period, Andrade kept up all his other interests and activities. He maintained a wide circle of friends amongst overseas scientists, German, French and Russian, and lectured for the B.B.C. in German on scientific matters for their overseas service. Immediately after the war, as Always a good clubman, Andrade enjoyed his membership of the Savage Club-where for many years he gave scientific lectures-the Athenaeum, the Royal Society Dining Club, and the Chelsea Arts Club. Saturday lunch at the Athenaeum was a weekly event for him, when he took great pleasure in the company of friends such as Esmond de Beer, Marmaduke Tudsbery and Sir Hugh Dow. In his own words, his chief recreation at that time was 'in encounter with men who earn their livelihood by other and less desperate shifts than the service of science'. He also liked foreign visits, though he regretted the passing of the days when it was possible 'to slip over to the Continent, in style, with no more than a passport and -£10 in one's pocket'. Apart from his many trips to Germany, and to France, where he lectured at the Sorbonne, he visited several other countries to give lectures. He went to America in 1956 on a lecture tour, which led to some hilarious altercations with New York taxicab men when exhorted to 'hop in, Mac'. Andrade also made two visits to the Soviet Union. During the second of these, made at the invitation of the Academy of Sciences, he was taken ill in Kiev, with pneumonia and heart complications. His hosts looked after him well, in hospital in Moscow, although he was not an easy patient. He made a good recovery and his wife went out to bring him home to convalesce.
Andrade was very fond of children, who knew him as 'Uncle Percy', and Biographical Memoirs he delighted to give the children's lectures at the Royal Institution. He explained things in a very simple, direct way, and was particularly good at relating science to wider hum an interests. The Sunday , 17.11.57, published his views on the mystery of life, in which he argued the limitations of science: thus he wrote 'Lesser men than Newton, confronted with intrin sically harder questions than those of planetary motion, need not be ashamed to fall back on divine purpose for an ultimate answer'. Although not strictly a believer, he nevertheless recognized the possibility of what he called 'another dimension' in life.
The death of his younger son, Edward Anthony, in a car accident in 1967, was a great shock. But Andrade continued in generally good health, although gradually becoming frail from sheer age, through the late 1960s. He still turned up regularly at Society meetings, Saturday lunches, and Club dinners; and could not resist continuing to visit Freiburg every summer, even though eventually he could do no more than sit in the gardens there and enjoy his wife's reading to him. In the early months of 1971 he was very active on his scientific work, but at Whitsun he fell ill with pneumonia. After a while, in a nursing home, he made a partial recovery but then relapsed again and died on 6 June.
S cientific w o r k

The creep of metals
Andrade began his researches on the creep of metals, at University College before the first World War, at a time when engineers were beginning to take interest in the long-term behaviour of metals under steady loads. But, from the start, he realized that two changes from the standard engineering approach would be needed if the underlying physical processes were to be unravelled and understood. First, it was necessary to study the effects using a substance-usually lead, at room temperature-notable for its propensity to creep, rather than, say, an engineering steel used under conditions in which it is notable for its reluctance to creep. Secondly, to display the effects in their simplest form, it was necessary to study the extension of the material under constant stress, not under constant load as was then used in engineering creep tests.
In his first experiments (1, 2, 12)* he used a hyperbolically-shaped loading weight, sinking into water, to stretch wires of lead, lead-tin, and copper, under constant stress, and found that the length / increased with the time t of loading in a way describable by the formula / = /o(l+jBtf)ert, where l 0 is the length of the wire immediately after loading, and /3 and k * The numbers in parentheses refer to the numbered entries in the Bibliography at the end of this Memoir.
are constants for a given experiment. Expressed in terms of true strain e, this formula reduces to 8 Biographical Memoirs € = €q-\-fit* K t for small strains, a form which has since been found to describe the creep behaviour of many materials over a wide range of conditions. On the basis of this work, Andrade distinguished three components in creep: (i) an immediate extension, (ii) a transient flow, which largely determines the early part of the creep curve, and (iii) a constant flow, throughout the period of loading, which Andrade called 'viscous' but which is generally today referred to as 'steady-state creep'.
In his second paper (12), Andrade covered a wide range of stresses and temperatures, and also studied solid mercury and iron. He showed that the transient and steady-state flows could be obtained generally, if the experi ments were done at high stresses and at appropriate temperatures relative to the absolute melting point. For example, iron at 717 K behaved like lead at room temperature, and lead at 93 K behaved like copper at room temperature.
In 1932, Andrade returned to the subject, working this time with Chalmers (32). They replaced the buoyant weight with a simple beam device, for maintaining constant stress, and measured electrical resistivity in an attempt to detect the changes in the physical structure of the material which were responsible for the creep behaviour. During the 1930s, Andrade also became increasingly interested in the mechanical properties of single crystals of metals, which he prepared by a method that he and Roscoe had developed (57) and which has since been widely used. Various experiments on creep behaviour were included in this single crystal work, including the demon stration on cadmium crystals of transient flow, following the initial extension. This flow did not follow the ft law however, perhap stress rather than the resolved shear stress was kept constant. Only later, when the Andrade-Chalmers beam was modified by other investigators to give constant shear stress on the glide planes, was the ft law confirmed for single crystals.
After the second World War, Andrade became increasingly interested in the influence of the surface condition of a metal on creep behaviour. At first, he tried to do this by bombardment with alpha particles, on cadmium crystals (70), but later, with Kennedy (86) and with Jones (106), he began to obtain consistent evidence from polycrystals that the crystal grains in the surface of the material strongly influenced the overall deformation of the specimen.
This led him to devise new techniques (94) and finally to experiments in which tensile deformation was replaced by simple shear, to keep the surface area and cross-section constant, during deformation, and to enable the sense of the applied stress to be reversed at will. In a series of experiments with Jolliffe (91, 102, 109), applying this technique to lead, he showed that a deformation strictly proportional to takes place at small strains, before the ft regime is established; and that, at large shear strains, a steady-state flow is obtained at a rate which is the same for forward and backward stress. By contrast, at lower strains, before the initial grain structure of the metal is thoroughly broken up, the behaviour under forward and reversed stresses is quite different. In a continuation of these researches, with Aboav (112), Andrade demonstrated that the hexagonal metal, cadmium, behaved differently from lead, in a manner explicable in terms of the crysal structure. Also, with Morton (115), he investigated the angular distribution of the slip lines on the surface of sheared lead, and showed, by an analysis of resolved shear stresses, crystal symmetry, and statistics of potential slip line orientations, that the distribution observed at low stresses could be accounted for quantitatively on the basis that, at these stresses, there is time during the flow for thermal agitation to diminish the interactions of neighbouring crystal grains.
These final researches of Andrade's have uncovered a rich variety of behaviour and revealed the true complexity of the creep process. It is too early yet to expect to understand all the things that happen in this com plicated story; but at least the main characters-the migration and sliding of grain boundaries, recrystallization, the pattern of slip bands, geometric freedom of surface grains, interaction of twins and slip bands-have been clearly identified by Andrade, who has also given us the simplest and most systematic experimental techniques for displaying and disentangling them.
Single crystals of metals
In 1914 Andrade described some remarkable observations he made on circular wires of mercury stretched plastically at -78 °C (11). The wires contracted elliptically into ribbon shapes along their lengths, and broke with chisel-edge fractures. Along each face of a ribbon were regular semi circular markings which, in Andrade's words, presented 'the appearance of a series of equal layers which have been sheared over one another, as would be the case with a half-cylinder composed of semi-circular plates if the plates were all tilted over to make an acute angle with the axis of the cylinder'. Today, we can see this as an accurate description and percipient interpretation of the mode of tensile deformation of a single crystal by glide on slip bands, even though it was made some ten years before the techniques and understanding, necessary for research on metal single crystals, became available.
Andrade returned to the subject in 1937 where he developed, with Roscoe (57), his travelling furnace method for growing single crystals, and also began some careful studies to establish, much more precisely than hitherto, the crystallographic glide elements of body-centred cubic metals (54, 62). After the war, with Randall & Makin (81, 82, 84, 85) , he made a series of experi ments on the effects of surface condition on the plastic yield strength of cadmium and zinc crystals, which led to the general conclusion that thin films of oxide or hydroxide, normally present on these metals, increase This strength; and, as a consequence, that the contact of liquids which affect these films produces corresponding changes in the rate of plastic flow under a given stress. Much of this work was done with various electrolytic solutions but, in response to some interesting observations made by the Russian physicist, Rehbinder, Andrade and his collaborators also studied the eftects of immersing the stressed crystals in solutions of oleic acid in paraffin. Here they showed that the increase in plastic flow caused by the surface-active liquid occurred only after a time delay of several minutes and was almost certainly 'due to a disintegrating action of the agent on the oxide film, which in its original condition strengthens the crystal . . . ' In 1951, with Henderson (89) , Andrade developed a new method for growing single crystals of metals of higher melting point; and they made careful studies of the stress-strain curves obtained when pure and clean crystals of silver and gold, so prepared, were stretched m tension. Until their work it had been supposed that such stress-strain curves, even when expressed in terms of shear stress and shear strain on the most highly stressed family of slip planes, were characteristically parabolic, with the greatest rate of strain hardening occurring at the start of plastic deformation. Andrade & Henderson made the important discovery that, when care is taken to avoid adventitious 'turbulence' in the plastic flow, the initial behaviour is quite different. The plastic part of the stress-strain curve begins with a linear region, which they called 'easy glide', where the coefficient of strain hardening is very small or even zero; and then, after a glide of several percent, this gives way to a steeply rising part, of rounded form broadly similar to the more familiar parabolic curves. This discovery, which Andrade & Aboav (101) later confirmed with copper crystals studied in various orientations and over a range of temperatures, has played a key part in the development of the theory of strain hardening, steering this theory away from its early form, in which it tried to account for the effects in terms o interactions of dislocations gliding in parallel slip lanes, to its modern form, in which the main effects are due to the mutual interference of dislocations in intersecting slip planes.
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The viscosity of liquids W hat impressed Andrade first about the viscosity of liquids is the very marked way in which it decreases with rise of temperature. This led him in 1930 (24) to put forward the simple expression
to represent the variation of viscosity rj with temperature at constant pres sure, a formula which he subsequently realized had already been suggested by de Guzman in 1913 . Later, in 1934 , he modified it to rj = Cr>-i exp(r/z> T) to take account of the change in volume v which accompanies change in temperature. The simple exponential form fitted most of the then existing data well enough, on a wide variety of liquids, but Andrade was dissatisfied with the accuracy of the measurements used, which had practically all been made with capillary viscometers, where the fourth power of the tube radius is involved and corrections are necessary for a somewhat uncertain end-effect. This led him to develop, with Chiong & Rotherham in 1935 (43) , an oscillating-sphere method, and to an extensive study of the viscosities of the liquid alkali metals (88, 92) which proved the superiority of the modified formula, in which molecular volume is taken into account. From the start, Andrade recognized that the mechanism responsible for the viscosity of liquids was fundamentally different from that in gases, and in his theory of it, which he outlined in 1931 (27) and developed in greater detail in 1934 (37), he approached the problem mainly from the point of view of the solid state. In particular, he envisaged the communication of momentum, between parallel layers of the flowing liquid, as occurring through the temporary union between neighbouring molecules in adjacent layers. The molecules were regarded as vibrating, with a frequency not much different at the melting point from that in the solid, each about an equilibrium position that moved only slowly, and the communication of momentum from layer to layer took place at every extremity of the oscilla tion. In this way he was led to the formula rj = 3.9 X lO_ 60pb4} for the viscosity of a monomolecular liquid at the melting point-where 6 = the Debye temperature of the solid, p = density, A -atomic weight, and the numerical factor is a combination of fundamental constants-which closely fitted the observed values for several metals and for liquid helium i, so spanning a 1000-fold range of viscosities.
In another series of experiments Andrade, with Dodd (71, 87), studied the influence of electric fields on the viscosity of liquids. The starting point for this work was the idea that the activation energy in the exponential tempera ture formula might be an energy of orientation of a molecule in the local electric fields of its neighbours; and also the general discordance of published data on the effects of applied electric fields at that time. They quickly showed that only polar liquids showed an effect, and that this was due almost entirely to an accumulation of ions in the neighbourhood of the electrodes between which the liquid flowed, so narrowing the effective channel and thereby seeming to increase the viscosity. By using highfrequency alternating fields and taking great care to control the experimental conditions, they were able to prove the existence of a true, but very small, effect of the electric field F (e.s.u.) on the viscosity of polar liquids, of the form
where f~ 2 x 10-7, which they explained in terms of the checking, by the field, of the ordered rotation of the molecules in the laminar flow.
In retrospect, Andrade paved the way for modern theories of liquid viscosity by stressing the analogy with processes in the solid state, by pointing to the importance of the volume available to a molecule in the liquid-which was strongly endorsed by Bridgman's experiments on viscosity at high pressure-and by using the exponential temperature law. That the effect of temperature does not enter merely through the change of free molecular volume, but presumably also through a genuine process of thermal activation, is shown by the fact that the viscosity of many simple liquids at constant volume is sensitive to temperature.
Miscellaneous researches
In his early years, Andrade showed his versatility as a research physicist by working on several totally different things and making original contribu tions to each. Immediately after his initial researches on the creep of metals at University College, and a brief excursion into the elasticity of sheared bodies (3) under the guidance of Karl Pearson, he went to Heidelberg to study the nature of the carriers of electricity in flames (4, 5, 6, 7, 8) . Lenard had already shown that when an alkali metal salt is brought into a Bunsen flame, the coloured streak so formed is deviated, as if positively charged, in an electrostatic field. Andrade arranged for the positive carriers to fall on a platinum strip, so producing a current measurable in a galvanometer. In this way he was able to deduce that the positive carrier is metallic and to estimate the number of free electrons produced in the vapour.
Soon afterwards, in Manchester, under Rutherford, he changed again, this time to nuclear physics (9, 14, 15) . Starting from the then very recent work (1913) on the diffraction of X-rays by crystals, Rutherford & Andrade set out to apply the technique to the determination of the wavelength of gamma rays emitted from radium, using rocksalt and barium sulphate as the scattering crystals. The work was difficult, because of the low intensity of the gamma rays and the need to protect the photographic plates from beta particles and other radiations, but they succeeded and showed that the spectrum of soft gamma rays emitted spontaneously from radium B is identical with the spectrum given by lead when its L characteristic radiation is excited by beta ray bombardment. They also studied the penetrating gamma rays from radium B and C, using a new technique in which the transmitted radiation lies close to a Bragg angle (which, many years later, has become important in the study of imperfect crystals by electron diffrac tion) and got wavelengths much shorter than previously measured (down to 0.07 A).
After the war, in addition to his work on liquids, Andrade became interested in vibrations, particularly in the air (23, 25, 26, 29, 30, 31, 36, 48, 66, 69, 72) . Amongst other things he showed that it is essential to use smoke, not dust, to follow the natural motions of the air. Dust particles are Biographical Memoirs too massive. The air eddies round them and even forms vortices, which leads to the ridge systems often observed in Kuntz tubes. The behaviour of sensitive flames was also analysed and explained.
In 1934 Andrade published a short paper with Martindale on the crystallization of metals from sparse assemblages (39). They showed that thin sputtered films of gold and silver, on glass and natural faces of diamond, crystallized into small spherulites, each about one micron across, when heated. A particularly interesting aspect was that the spherulites formed into patterns of lines on glass and quartz, patterns which could be repeated precisely, no matter how rigorously the surface was cleaned. They were in fact revealing for the first time the submicroscopic surface cracks which, as conjectured by A. A. Griffith, were responsible for the low breaking strengths of brittle materials (47). Continuing this work, with Tsien, Andrade showed that the lines could also be developed consistently, on glass, by attack with sodium vapour which etched the material preferentially along them (51). Various subsidiary experiments, including the creating of such lines in the vicinity of diamond scratches on previously featureless regions of the surface, left little doubt that the lines were in fact the traces of Griffith cracks on the surface.
Finally, we should note that Andrade made small excursions into many other research topics at various periods of his life; for example, the action of cutting tools (18), various hydrodynamical effects (21, 49, 61), sonics and acoustics (52), deformation twinning (34), grain growth (112, 113), and the mechanism of dilatancy (78, 97), as well as many investigations into the development of new forms of apparatus and experimental techniques.
Bib l io g r a p h y a n d h isto r y of science
Coming from a family interested in antiques, Andrade had a flair for collecting old scientific books. The building-up of a library of these became one of his great passions. When visiting a new town, his first action was usually to ferret out and work through all its old bookshops. His early start in the field, his eye for the important item, and his scientific knowledge, all helped to make him a distinguished expert amongst scientific book-collectors, accepted as such by the professionals. He was never a mere collector, how ever, and his choices always had a basis in scholarship. As he himself wrote about his Newton books, £A collection of Newton books . . . is necessary for anyone who wishes to study the man. The editions of his great works pub lished in his lifetime differ from one another, and the changes and additions made often throw a significant light on the development of his thought'. Andrade's collection was centred on the 17th century and especially on the works of Newton, Hooke and Boyle. It included an example of both the first and second issues of the first edition of the Principia, as well as many subsequent editions, including the French one prepared by M arat; also all the important works of Hooke, published in his lifetime; and examples of the first editions of Boyle's Sceptical Chymist and Gilbert's De Magnete. In his later years this collection, which had been mainly acquired at a time when prices were trifling by later standards, became famous; and his sale of many of the books in 1965, which he characteristically said was forced upon him by an inadequate pension, was a notable event in the literary world.
Many other activities flowed from this love of scientific books. In 1936 Andrade became a member of the Royal Society's Library Committee and in 1944 he succeeded Sir Charles Sherrington as chairman. He remained in the chair until his death and so gave continuous service to the Library for 35 years. Almost immediately after taking up the chairmanship, Andrade made an extensive survey of the Library and, through the Library Com mittee, submitted to Council a comprehensive report on its state. Four of his five main recommendations, with some amendments, are still in force today as Library policy.
Andrade's particular knowledge of the scientific literature of the 17th and later centuries was a great advantage in the course of his tenure of the Chair. In July 1948, in recognition of his services and of his 'unrivalled knowledge of the older scientific literature', Council created for him the office of Honorary Librarian, a special one-time appointment which Council laid down was not to constitute a precedent.
Earlier, in 1938, Council had set up a sub-committee of the Library Committee, with Andrade in the chair, to advise Council on the proposed publication of the correspondence of Isaac Newton. This sub-committee became a Committee in its own right in 1956. Once again, Andrade re mained in the Chair throughout. Under his chairmanship, and with the heavy work of editorship entrusted first to H. W. Turnbull and later to J. F. Scott, the Newton Letters Committee published the first four volumes of the correspondence that had lain hidden for so long, covering the years 1661 to 1709. A fifth volume, taking the letters on to 1713, was in an advanced state of preparation at the time of Andrade's death.
It was of course inevitable that Andrade's interest in the collecting of old scientific books should lead him on to study and write about the history of science. His early book on heat engines had already contained many fascinating passages on the history of the subject. Andrade believed in the continuity and historical sweep of science, and hence that some reference to the past is an essential part of the teaching of modern science. While his historical writings are perhaps less profound and philosophical than those of some other scientific historians, they are exceptional in their wide range and in the freshness and vividness of their style. To the scientific reader, what he wrote has an authentic ring about it. His practical, no-nonsense, des criptions of their struggles bring his subjects to life as real working scientists.
Andrade is seen at his best, as a historian of science, in his book on Newton. Written with all his characteristically elegant prose, this short biography, published in 1954, is still perhaps the best introduction to Newton and his work.
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Undoubtedly, however, Andrade's most important historical essay is his Wilkins Lecture on Hooke (139), which historians of science acknowledge as an indispensable starting-point for the study of its subject. Hooke com manded great admiration from Andrade, who perhaps saw some similarities between his own life and that of his subject; and he left no doubt where his sympathies lay in his accounts of Hooke's struggles with colleagues and other scientific personalities of that age. Andrade, a down-to-earth experi mental physicist with formidable inventive skills in the design of apparatus and experiments, and with an almost wholly empirical approach to scientific research, recognized just these same abilities, at the level of genius, in Hooke; and it is this above all that gave him such a penetrating under standing of Hooke as a scientist, an understanding from which sprang his warm feeling for Hooke as a man.
It is a pleasure to thank Mrs Mona Andrade, M r Leonard Walden, Professor Rupert Hall, Sir David M artin and M r I. Kaye, for all their kind help given to me during the preparation of this memoir.
